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Remimeo 

PAIN AND SEX 
 

(NOTE. This HCOB probably won't increase my popularity but would be very 
remiss if I did not pass on an important discovery.) 

There are two items in this universe that cause more trouble than many others 
combined. 

One is PAIN. 

The other is SEX. 

One should know more about these things. 

They may have applications but they are used by destructive beings in great 
volume to cave others in. 

Despite the false data of Freud, psychologists, psychiatrists and other criminals, 
they are not native to a being.  They are only artificial wave lengths.  They have exact 
frequencies that can be manufactured.  A being or a machine can synthesize either 
one. 

Pain becomes a lock on a being's abhorrence for misalignment of his own 
electrical flows.  It is a lock upon unconsciousness which shuts off knowingness. 

Sex is a lock on and perversion of the «joy of creation» which involves a whole 
being and expands him, but by using just one wave length, sex, this can be perverted 
and he contracts. 

When pain enters a scene a being withdraws, contracts and can go unconscious. 

When sex enters the scene a being fixates and loses power. 

Destructive creatures who do not want people big or reaching—since they are 
terrified of punishment due to their crimes—invented pain and sex to shrink people and 
cut their alertness, knowingness, power and reach. 

Thus you see people who are «experiencing» either pain or sex introverting and 
not producing much. 

Pain and sex were the INVENTED tools of degradation. 

Believe it or not, a being can be so overwhelmed by either, that he or she 
becomes an addict of it.  Priests become flagellants and cut themselves to pieces with 
self-whipping.  Torturers drool over pain. Lovers are very seldom happy.
 People do the most irrational things when overcharged with sex and prostitutes 
use it as a knowing stock-in-trade.  Combined, pain and sex make up the insane Jack-
The-Rippers (who killed only prostitutes) and the whole strange body of sex—murder 
freaks, including Hinckley, and the devotees of late night horror movies.  Under the 
false data of the psychs (who have been on the track a long time and are the sole 
cause of decline in this universe) both pain and sex are gaining ground in this society 
and, coupled with robbery which is a hooded companion of both, may very soon make 
the land a true jungle of crime. 

Go into an asylum or a prison and look at the increasing institutional population 
and know what you are looking at.  In the main, there are pain and sex addicts, 
decadent and degraded and no longer capable.  They were sent on that route down 
through the ages by the psychs and here they are still in the psych's hands! And 
do they get well or go straight?  Oh no.  Whether in prisons or insane asylums they just 
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get worse. And the psychs in both places rub their bloodied hands as they turn their 
products loose again upon the remaining population!  It's no accident.  And the stocks-
in-trade of psychs are PAIN and SEX.  They will even tell you it's «natural» to steal! 

To compound their felony—if that is possible—they tell you it's the body doing it. 

Another crashing big false datum on top of all their other lies. 

These are data which emerged from recent thorough research of the whole track.
 This is not theory or some strange opinion.  It is provable electronic fact.  The 
waves are just synthesized. 

They are the most used tools in the campaign against beings in furthering the 
general goal of those creatures whose sole ambition is destruction.  The universe does 
not happen to be either destructive or chaotic except as such obsessed creeps make it.  
Statements it is otherwise are just more false data from the same suspect 
«authorities».  It fits their purposes to make seem natural what they make artificially.  
The universe only seems that way to a being because such loathsome psychotics 
make it seem so.  They destroyed every great civilization to date and are hard at work 
on this one.  The one thing they can't stand is the light of truth so, despite their 
objections, one must turn it on them.  Only in its glare do their lies wither. It is the 
potent weapon they can't fend off. 

These facts may not be very palatable.  But they could clean up some mysteries 
for you. 

For wherever there is a mystery (and both pain and sex have been these for Man) 
there are answers.  As both pain and sex could have messed up your life, the above 
may be some answers you've been looking for. 
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